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1. Introduction and Summary

Since the introduction of the superconformal index [1, 2] there has been a puzzle pertaining

to why it seems to only be capturing supergraviton-state contributions in AdS, and not

those of certain BPS black holes as predicted by the AdS/CFT correspondence at large

N [3]. Over the years there have been several approaches to this problem. For example,

one of the early explanations appealed to the possibility of huge cancellations between

bosonic and fermionic states. Later on, the reformulation of the superconformal index in D

even spacetime dimensions through the operator-state map as an R-twisted supersymmetric
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partition function on SD−1 × S1
β revealed that

ZSD−1×S1
β

= e−FI , (1.1)

where I is the superconformal index, β the radius of the thermal circle and F a quantity

related to the vacuum Casimir energy [4–6]. Unlike the index, this “supersymmetric Casimir

energy” was shown to exhibit the expected scaling of degrees of freedom at large N .

However matching the precise coefficient predicted by AdS/CFT, and corresponding entropy

of BPS black holes in the gravity dual, turns out to be subtler, see for example [7]. More

recently, the black-hole entropy for even D has been recovered from field theory through

the extremisation of a quantity closely resembling the supersymmetric Casimir energy [8, 9].

Over the last few months, there has been a significant acceleration of activity in this

direction. In [10], a complete gravitational derivation of the field-theoretic entropy function

was performed for AdS5/CFT4,
1 while in [13, 14] the entropy function was reproduced

from field theory in the Cardy limit of large charges, for a variety of bulk dimensions. In

yet another line of attack, the superconformal index itself (and not the supersymmetric

Casimir energy) was shown to be capturing larger than previously thought degeneracies for

a particular complexification of chemical potentials, through a formulation that involves

solutions for auxiliary Thermodynamic Bethe Ansatz (TBA) equations [15]. Finally, the

general behaviour seen in [15] was reproduced for 4D N = 1 SCFTs in the Cardy limit

without resorting to the TBA equations in [16].

In this note, we will focus on the relationship between the AdS7 black-hole entropy

and the superconformal index of the six-dimensional (2,0) theory.2 We will first generalise

the AdS5 analysis of [10] for the case of 2-equivalent charge and 3-equivalent rotation

non-extremal black-hole solutions. A study of the regularity conditions for the metric and

Killing spinors in the bulk leads to a specific background at the boundary of AdS7. The

AdS/CFT correspondence then dictates that the black-hole entropy should be related to an

R-twisted, supersymmetric partition function for the six-dimensional AN−1 (2,0) theory on

this particular background in the large-N limit.

As the interacting (2,0) theory does not admit a Lagrangian description one cannot

directly employ the method of supersymmetric localisation to evaluate the boundary par-

tition function. We therefore turn to the existing literature, where it has instead been

1For generalisations see [11,12].
2Note that the AdS7 entropy function was first written down in [9], while it was reproduced in the Cardy

limit in [13]. However, our scope here will be to provide a microscopic derivation of this quantity from the

six-dimensional CFT dual theory.
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conjectured to arise from a 5D supersymmetric partition function on S5 for the maximally-

supersymmetric (N = 2) Yang–Mills theory (MSYM) with SU(N) gauge group [5, 17–21]—

the circle reduction of the (2,0) theory on S5 × S1
β. A modification of these results at large

N and in a Cardy-like limit reproduces a (generalised) supersymmetric Casimir energy that

exactly matches the gravitational prediction.3

Lastly, we argue that the 6D Casimir energy is sensitive to the choice of 5D theory

for which one evaluates the partition function on S5. Since 5D MSYM is conventionally

thought of as a Wilsonian effective field theory, it is expected to differ from the microscopic

(2,0) theory in the UV by an infinite tower of higher-derivative corrections. The latter

can be organised into D-terms and F-terms, out of which only the F-terms affect the S5

partition-function computation [22–25]. The precision agreement between AdS7 and CFT6

hence constrains F-term-correction coefficients. Setting all these coefficients to zero, as done

in [5, 17–21], provides an obvious solution. However, since the inclusion of higher-dimension

operators lead to different matrix models, we cannot prove that there is no infinite sequence

of F-term corrections with non-zero coefficients that also reproduces the result for the

Casimir energy. At the very least, the AdS7 black-hole entropy severely restricts the form

of the completion of 5D MSYM towards the 6D (2,0) theory in the UV. We also comment

on the connection between our results and the conjecture that 5D MSYM, without the

need for higher-derivative corrections, captures all the information about the (2,0) theory

on S1 [26, 27].

We should emphasise that the bulk approach of [10] determining the black-hole entropy

that we follow in this paper is an interesting recent alternative to Sen’s entropy-function

formalism [28]. The latter employs the attractor mechanism to identify the leading degrees

of freedom of the full spacetime with the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy at the black-hole

horizon. Therefore, the associated extremisation principle derived in [28] is expected to

agree to leading order with the one used here. However, due to considering the near-horizon

geometry, Sen’s approach does not explicitly determine the dual supersymmetric partition

function at the boundary, which is where we would like to focus our attention in this work.

Note also that the statistical entropy of various asymptotically-AdS black holes (not

only for D even) can be reproduced microscopically from a different, “topologically-twisted

index”.4 The latter can be evaluated through supersymmetric localisation for a topologically-

3It would be very interesting to revisit the original work of [2] and investigate the scaling of degrees of

freedom directly in the 6D superconformal index along the lines of [15].
4In this work, whenever we refer to the “index” we will mean the superconformal index and not its

topologically-twisted version.
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twisted gauge theory along the lines of [29]; see e.g. [30] for applications.

The rest of this note is organised as follows: In Sec. 2, we analyse the 2-equivalent

charge, 3-equivalent rotation black-hole solution in AdS7 and determine how it fixes the

form of the boundary partition function that is AdS/CFT dual to the corresponding on-shell

action at large N . We then discuss the evaluation of this boundary partition function from

5D MSYM using supersymmetric localisation in Sec. 3. Finally, in Sec. 4 we discuss the

implications of this precision matching for the UV completion of 5D MSYM by examining

the contributions of higher-derivative corrections.

Note added: Shortly before v1 of this manuscript appeared on the arXiv, we received

[11], which overlaps with the results of Secs. 2.1-2.6.

2. 2-equivalent-charge, 3-equivalent-rotation Black Holes in AdS7

We begin with the study of supersymmetric black-hole solutions of 7D gauged supergravity

(SUGRA). We will follow the AdS5 analysis [10] very closely throughout and discuss two

distinct limits, that of supersymmetry and extremality. Generalising the arguments of [10]

is conceptually straightforward and we do not encounter any surprises, although the details

are more involved. This fact will force us to consider black-hole metrics with 2-equivalent

charges and 3-equivalent rotations.

2.1. Non-extremal AdS7 Black Holes

The low energy limit of M-theory, 11D SUGRA, admits solutions where the geometry is of

the form M7 × S4 with the manifold M7 being asymptotically AdS7. There is a consistent

truncation of 11D SUGRA on S4 such that M7 is a solution to N = 4 SO(5) gauged

SUGRA in seven dimensions [31]. Amongst the possible solutions there is an expectation

of finding seven-dimensional black holes with two independent parameters (δ1, δ2) for the

charges of the U(1)2 Cartan subgroup of SO(5) and three independent parameters (a1, a2, a3)

for the rotations supported by the SO(2)3 in the maximal compact subgroup of SO(2, 6).

For practical purposes charged solutions are sought within a U(1)2 truncation of the

maximal SO(5) theory. The bosonic field content of this truncation consists of the metric,

two 1-form gauge potentials A1
(1), A

2
(1), one 3-form A(3) which may be traded for a 2-form by

utilising an odd-dimensional self-duality relation and two scalars X1, X2. The most general

black hole solution with generic charges and rotations has not yet been found but solutions
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with two charges and three equivalent rotations [32] or two equivalent charges and three

rotations [33] are known.

2.2. 2-equivalent-charge, 3-equivalent-rotation Black Hole

For simplicity, we choose to focus on a subclass within the non-extremal AdS7 black holes

where all the charges are set to be equal to each other, δ1 = δ2 = δ, as are all the rotational

parameters, a1 = a2 = a3 = a. As a result, this family of non-extremal black holes depends

on three parameters (m, δ, a). In this scenario the solutions of [32] and [33] must coincide.

The solution, incorporating a correction to the original literature [32], is

ds2
7 = H

2
5

[
− Y

f1Ξ2
−

dt2 +
Ξρ6

Y
dr2 +

f1

H2Ξ2ρ4

(
σ − 2f2

f1

dt

)2

+
ρ2

Ξ
ds2

CP2

]
, (2.1)

A1
(1) = A2

(1) =
2msc

ρ4ΞH

(
Ξ−dt− aσ

)
+

α

Ξ−
dt , (2.2)

A(3) =
2mas2

ρ2ΞΞ−
σ ∧ (2dσ) , (2.3)

X1 = X2 = H−1/5 . (2.4)

As in [10], we have added a pure gauge term, Ξ−1
− αdt, to each of the U(1) gauge fields. The

quantities f1, f2, H, Y appearing above are all functions of the radial coordinate r through

the definition ρ2 = Ξr2. They are given by

H = 1 +
2ms2

ρ4
, (2.5)

f1 = Ξρ6H2 − (2Ξ+mas
2)2

ρ4
+ 2ma2

[
Ξ2

+ + c2(1− Ξ2
+)
]
, (2.6)

f2 = − gΞ+ρ
6H2

2
+mac2 , (2.7)

Y = g2ρ8H2 + Ξρ6 − 2mρ2
[
a2g2c2 + Ξ

]
+ 2ma2

[
Ξ2

+ + c2(1− Ξ2
+)
]
, (2.8)

with g the gauge coupling parameter and

Ξ± = 1± ag , Ξ = 1− a2g2 = Ξ−Ξ+ , s = sinh δ , c = cosh δ . (2.9)

The black-hole outer horizon is located at the largest positive root of Y (r) which we denote

by r+. The remaining data of the solution are given by

σ = dψ +
1

2
sin2 ξl3 , ds2

CP2 = dξ2 +
1

4
sin2 ξ(l21 + l22) +

1

4
sin2 ξ cos2 ξl23 , (2.10)
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with (l1, l2, l3) a choice of left-invariant 1-forms for SU(2).

The solution given by (2.1)-(2.4), along with its associated Killing vector at the hori-

zon allow for the computation of thermodynamical aspects of the black hole such as its

temperature. This is done with respect to the non-rotating Killing vector

` =
∂

∂t
− gΩ

∂

∂ψ
, (2.11)

found by redefining t → Ξ−t, ψ → ψ − gt. In these new coordinates the temperature,5

entropy,6 angular velocity and electrostatic potential are [34]

T =
∂rY

4πgρ3
√

Ξf1

, (2.12)

S =
1

GN

1

4

π3ρ2
√
f1

Ξ3
, (2.13)

Ω = − 1

g

(
g +

2f2Ξ−
f1

)
, (2.14)

Φ =
4msc

ρ4ΞH

(
Ξ− − a

2f2Ξ−
f1

)
, (2.15)

and are all evaluated at the outer horizon r = r+. GN denotes the seven-dimensional

Newton constant. The conserved charges, namely the energy, angular momentum and

electric charge, are:

E =
1

GN

1

g

mπ2

32Ξ4

[
12(ag + 1)2(ag(ag + 2)− 1)− 4c2

(
a2g2(3ag(ag + 4) + 11)− 8

) ]
, (2.16)

J = − 1

GN

maπ2

16Ξ4

[
4ag(ag + 1)2 − 4c2

(
a3g3 + 2a2g2 + ag − 1

) ]
, (2.17)

Q =
1

GN

1

2g

mscπ2

2Ξ3
, (2.18)

and are found by integrating the first law:

dE = TdS + 3ΩdJ + 2ΦdQ . (2.19)

We will also need the free energy, I, of the black hole solution. The so-called quantum

statistical relation gives this as

I = β(E − TS − 3ΩJ − 2ΦQ) , (2.20)

5We have incorporated the corrections to [34] as noted in [9] and [13].
6Here we have corrected the expression given in [13].
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where β = T−1 and it has been evaluated in [35] to be

I =
βπ2

8Ξ3

[
m− g2r6

+ − g2ms2(4r2
+ − a2)

−
4g(ms2)2[gr4

+ + a2g(1 + ag)r2
+ + 2gms2 − a3(1 + ag)2]

r6
+ + 2ms2r2

+ − 2a2(1 + ag)

]
. (2.21)

The free energy is expected to coincide with the on-shell supergravity action evaluated on

the black-hole solution.7 The black-hole entropy is given in terms of the Legendre transform

of the on-shell action with respect to the chemical potentials β,Ω,Φ, conjugate to the

charges E, J,Q respectively:

E =
∂I

∂β
, J = − 1

3β

∂I

∂Ω
, Q = − 1

2β

∂I

∂Φ
, (2.22)

hence

S = −I + βE − 3βΩJ − 2βΦQ . (2.23)

2.3. Supersymmetry

The non-extremal black hole solution detailed in the previous section is supersymmetric

whenever the charge and rotation parameter satisfy one of the following two relations

e2δ = 1− 2

3ag
, (2.24)

e2δ = 1− 2

ag
. (2.25)

However, when the second condition holds, it is not possible to cloak closed timelike curves

(CTCs) [34] and the solution is pathological. On the other hand, naked CTCs can be

avoided when (2.24) holds and for this reason it is this condition that we will use in the

remainder of this note.

The supersymmetric values of the conserved charges are

E =
1

GN

1

g

mπ2

8

243 e−2δ
(
e2δ − 1

)6 (−21e4δ + 18e6δ + 7
)

(3e2δ − 5)4 (3e2δ − 1)3 , (2.26)

J =
1

GN

mπ2

8g

81 e−2δ
(
e2δ − 1

)6 (
18e2δ + 9e4δ − 23

)
(3e2δ − 5)4 (3e2δ − 1)3 , (2.27)

7It would be interesting to derive this explicitly in supergravity without resorting to the quantum statistical

relation.
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Q =
1

GN

1

2g

mπ2

8

729 e−2δ
(
e2δ − 1

)7 (
e2δ + 1

)
(3e2δ − 5)3 (3e2δ − 1)3 , (2.28)

and satisfy

E − 3J − 4Q = 0 . (2.29)

The remaining quantities, such as the temperature, can also be evaluated in the supersym-

metric limit but the resulting expressions are not compact so we do not present them here.

However, the temperature is non-vanishing and consequently, as we will see in the next

section, this means the supersymmetric black hole is not necessarily extremal.

2.4. Extremality

The black hole is extremal if the outer horizon coincides with another horizon. Since Y (r) is

a quartic function of r2 we expect there to be four distinct horizons in general. We denote

the location of these horizons by (r+, r0, r̃0, r−) where r2
+ ≥ r2

0 ≥ r̃2
0 ≥ r2

−. We may write

(g2Ξ4)−1Y (r) = (g2Ξ4)−1(y0 + y1r
2 + y2r

4 + y3r
6 + y4r

8) (2.30)

≡ (r2 − r2
+)(r2 − r2

0)(r2 − r̃2
0)(r2 − r2

−) , (2.31)

so that the extremal limit, reached when r2
+ = r2

0, corresponds to a double root of Y (r).

Comparing coefficients determines

(g2Ξ4)−1y4 = 1 , (2.32)

(g2Ξ4)−1y3 = − r2
+ − r̃2

0 − r2
− − r2

0 , (2.33)

(g2Ξ4)−1y2 = r2
+

(
r̃2

0 + r2
− + r2

0

)
+ r2

0 r̃
2
0 + r2

−r̃
2
0 + r2

−r
2
0 , (2.34)

(g2Ξ4)−1y1 = r2
+

(
−r2

0 r̃
2
0 − r2

−r̃
2
0 − r2

−r
2
0

)
− r2

−r
2
0 r̃

2
0 , (2.35)

(g2Ξ4)−1y0 = r2
+r

2
−r

2
0 r̃

2
0 . (2.36)

We now show that the double root r2
+ = r2

0 also corresponds to a zero-temperature solution.

Recall that the temperature is given by

T =
∂rY

4πgρ3
√

Ξf1

∣∣∣∣
r=r+

, (2.37)

where

∂rY |r=r+ =
1

r+

(8y4r
8
+ + 6y3r

6
+ + 4y2r

4
+ + 2y1r

2
+) . (2.38)
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Substituting for the y’s leads to

T =
g2Ξ4

4πgr+ρ3
√

Ξf1(r+)

[
2r2

+(r2
+ − r2

0)(r2
+ − r̃2

0)(r2
+ − r2

−)
]
, (2.39)

so that the temperature vanishes when r0 coincides with r+, i.e. in the extremal limit. Note

that we have not used the supersymmetry condition and hence the extremal black hole is

not necessarily supersymmetric.

2.5. BPS Limit

As in [10] we will work with supersymmetric black-holes and study their behaviour in

the extremal limit. When that happens, we use the nomenclature “BPS” (denoting both

supersymmetric and extremal solutions) and we label the corresponding quantities with a ∗.
The absence of naked CTCs is a physically sensible requirement and places further con-

straints on the parameters (m, δ, a) describing the black hole, rendering the supersymmetric

solution extremal. One way of ruling out CTCs requires that [34]

0 = H
2
5

(
−Y
f1

+
f1

H2Ξ2ρ4

(
2g +

2f2Ξ−
f1

)2
)
, (2.40)

at r = r+. This can be achieved if, in addition to the SUSY condition (2.24), the following

relation holds

m = m∗ =
128e2δ(3e2δ − 1)3

729g4(e2δ + 1)2(e2δ − 1)6
. (2.41)

When the parameter m takes this value the function Y has a double root as expected at

r2
+ = r2

∗ = r2
0 given by

r2
∗ =

16

3g2(3e2δ − 5)(e2δ + 1)
=

4a2

(1 + ag)(1− 3ag)
. (2.42)

We may invert this expression to write the charge in terms of the BPS radius:

e2δ =
1

3

(
1±

4
√
g2r2
∗(1 + g2r2

∗)

g2r2
∗

)
. (2.43)

Evaluating the thermodynamic quantities for these BPS values of m and r+ gives

T ∗ = 0 , (2.44)

S∗ =
1

GN

π3

g5

32
√

9e2δ − 7

3
√

3 (3e2δ − 5)3 (e2δ + 1)3/2
, (2.45)
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Ω∗ = 1 , (2.46)

Φ∗ = 2 , (2.47)

E∗ =
1

GN

π2

g5

16
(
18e6δ − 21e4δ + 7

)
3 (3e2δ − 5)4 (e2δ + 1)2 , (2.48)

J∗ =
1

GN

π2

g5

16
(
9e4δ + 18e2δ − 23

)
9 (3e2δ − 5)4 (e2δ + 1)2 , (2.49)

Q∗ =
1

GN

π2

g5

8
(
3e6δ − 5e4δ − 3e2δ + 5

)
(3e2δ − 5)4 (e2δ + 1)2 . (2.50)

The supersymmetry relation (2.29) with these expressions can be simply written as

E∗ − 3J∗Ω∗ − 2Q∗Φ∗ = 0 . (2.51)

2.6. Complexified Solution

We can extract information about the value of the parameter m = m+ at the outer horizon—

but away from the extremal limit—by examining Y (r+) = 0. We see that Y (r+) = 0 is

equivalent to a quadratic equation for m+:

0 = m2
+(4g2s4) +m+

[
2
(
gs2
(
2gΞ2r4

+ − a3(ag + 2)
)
− Ξr2

+

(
c2a2g2 + Ξ

)
+ a2

) ]
+ r6

+(1 + g2r2
+)Ξ4 . (2.52)

Inserting the SUSY condition (2.24), we solve to find

m+ = −
2e2δ

(
3e2δ − 1

) ((
3e2δ − 5

)
g2r2

+

(
9e2δ

((
e2δ − 2

)
g2r2

+ − 2
)

+ 5g2r2
+ − 2

)
+ 32

)
81 (e2δ − 1)6 g4

±
2e2δ

(
3e2δ − 1

) (
16− 3

(
e2δ + 1

) (
3e2δ − 5

)
g2r2

+

)
81 (e2δ − 1)6 g2

√
(9e2δ (e2δ − 2) + 5) g2r2

+ − 4 .

(2.53)

As shown in App. A, the parameter m+ is complex when r+ > r∗ and becomes real (and

equal to its BPS value m∗) only at r+ = r∗. Consequently, the thermodynamic quantities

in which m+ appears are generically complex away from the BPS limit. Substituting for

this complex m+ and r+ gives cumbersome expressions for the thermodynamic quantities,

which however can be shown to satisfy the remarkable condition:

2Φ− 3Ω− 1 = ±2πiT . (2.54)
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Using this, one can show that the free energy (2.20) can be expressed very simply in terms

of

I = − π2

128g5GN

φ4

ω3
, (2.55)

where

2φ− 3ω = ±2πi . (2.56)

Here

ω = β(Ω− Ω∗) (2.57)

φ = β(Φ− Φ∗) . (2.58)

In terms of these redefined chemical potentials, the quantum statistical relation (2.20)

becomes

I = −S − 3ωJ − 2φQ , (2.59)

subject to the condition (2.56), where the energy has disappeared using the relation (2.29).

One could formally re-instate it by writing

I = β(E − 3Ω∗J − 2Φ∗Q)− S − 3ωJ − 2φQ . (2.60)

This form of the on-shell action will be useful shortly when establishing the background at

the boundary of AdS7.

The results (2.55) and (2.56) obtained here for the free energy reproduce those first

written down in [9] following [8]. One sees from (2.59) that a Legendre transform with

respect to the chemical potentials ω and φ will yield the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy for

the AdS7 black hole.

2.7. SCFT Background from Bulk Regularity

We will now shift our focus to recovering the form of the background at the conformal

boundary located at r =∞.

Metric: We begin by looking at the form of the black-hole solution (2.1)-(2.4) in the

limit r →∞. One obtains

ds2
7 = −g2r2dt2 + r2(σ + gdt)2 +

1

g2r2
dr2 + r2ds2

CP2

=
1

g2r2
dr2 + r2ds2

bdry ,

(2.61)
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with the boundary metric being

ds2
bdry = − g2dt2 + (σ + gdt)2 + ds2

CP2

→ − dt2 + σ2 + ds2
CP2

= − dt2 + ds2
S5 .

(2.62)

In the second line above we performed a scaling of the time coordinate t→ t/g and also

absorbed gdt into σ by sending the fibre coordinate ψ → ψ − gdt. The boundary metric is

therefore just R× S5 and does not depend on the chemical potentials defined in the bulk.

This dependence will instead be recovered by looking at the behaviour of the metric at the

horizon.

In order to do so, we first analytically continue to Euclidean gravity by letting t = −iτ .

One then introduces into (2.1) the shifted radial coordinate R2 = r − r+. At the horizon,

the black-hole metric takes the following form

ds2
7 = hRR

(
dR2 +R2

(
2π

β
dτ

)2
)

+ (r2
+ + hσ)

(
σ − 2f2

f1

idτ

)2

+ r2
+ds2

CP2 , (2.63)

where hRR and hσ are functions of the parameters of the original metric and of some angular

coordinates on CP2, the explicit form of which is not important for the ensuing analysis.

By employing similar rescaling transformations as on the boundary metric, τ → τ/g and

ψ → ψ − iτ and using the definition of Ω from (2.14) we can re-write

(r2
+ +hσ)(σ+ iΩdτ)2 + r2

+ds2
CP2 = 2ir2

+Ωσdτ − r2
+Ω2dτ 2 +hσ(σ+ iΩdτ)2 + r2

+ds2
S5 . (2.64)

At this stage we perform the coordinate transformation detailed in App. B,8 which brings

the metric on S5 as well as the 1-form σ to

ds2
S5 = dθ2

1 + sin2 θ1dθ2
2 + sin2 θ1 sin2 θ2dφ2

1 + sin2 θ1 cos2 θ2dφ2
2 + cos2 θ1dφ2

3 ,

σ = sin2 θ1 sin2 θ2dφ1 + sin2 θ1 cos2 θ2dφ2 + cos2 θ1dφ3 .
(2.65)

Using this fact, we can recast the metric close to the horizon as

ds2 = hRR

(
dR2 +R2

(
2π

β
dτ

)2
)

+ hθ1θ1dθ
2
1 + hθ2θ2dθ

2
2 + hφ1φ1(dφ1 + iΩdτ)2

+ hφ2φ2(dφ2 + iΩdτ)2 + hφ3φ3(dφ3 + iΩdτ)2 + hφ1φ2(dφ1 + iΩdτ)(dφ2 + iΩdτ)

+ hφ1φ3(dφ1 + iΩdτ)(dφ3 + iΩdτ) + hφ2φ3(dφ2 + iΩdτ)(dφ3 + iΩdτ) , (2.66)

8This coordinate transformation also brings the Killing vector (2.11) to the form ` = ∂/∂t+Ω
∑3

i=1 ∂/∂φi.
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where we once again emphasise that the explicit form of the functions h is not important

for the remaining discussion.

The metric in Eq. (2.66) describes a warped fibration of S5 (parametrised by the

coordinates (θ1, θ2, φ1, φ2, φ3)) over R2 (parameterised by R and τ). To ensure the lack of

conical singularities at the point R = 0, one has to introduce the twisted identifications of

certain coordinates.

(τ , φ1 , φ2 , φ3) ∼ (τ + β , φ1 − iΩβ , φ2 − iΩβ , φ3 − iΩβ) , (2.67)

as one completes a circle around the temporal direction. It is important to point out that

the 1-form iΩdτ is not well defined at R = 0, but we can remove this dependence from the

metric by introducing a “rotating” coordinate frame:

τ = τ̂ , φ1 = φ̂1 − iΩτ̂ , φ2 = φ̂2 − iΩτ̂ , φ3 = φ̂3 − iΩτ̂ . (2.68)

We have thus “untwisted” the identifications to recover more canonical ones as we go around

the Euclidean time circle

(τ̂ , φ̂1 , φ̂2 , φ̂3) ∼ (τ̂ + β , φ̂1 , φ̂2 , φ̂3) . (2.69)

We then take the coordinates (2.69) and substitute them into the boundary metric. This

results in the following final form

ds2
bdry = dτ̂ 2 + dθ2

1 + sin2 θ1dθ2
2 + sin2 θ1 sin2 θ2(dφ̂1 − iΩdτ̂)2

+ sin2 θ1 cos2 θ2(dφ̂2 − iΩdτ̂)2 + cos2 θ1(dφ̂3 − iΩdτ̂)2 . (2.70)

1-form gauge fields: Next, we will address the remaining fields in the supergravity

multiplet, switching momentarily back to Lorentzian signature. The only fields which are

non-trivial at the conformal boundary are the 1-form gauge fields which become

A|bdry = αdt , (2.71)

that is, they can only have a pure-gauge dependence. These terms cannot be fixed just by

requiring regularity of the bulk metric at the horizon. However, they can be restricted by

looking at the action of the Lie derivative with respect to the Killing vector (2.11) on the

Killing spinors [10].

The solutions to the Killing spinor equations for the backgrounds [32, 33], or even

the special case that we are considering with 2-equal charges and 3-equal rotations are

not known. However, the Killing spinors for the background with 2 independent charges
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and vanishing rotations were given in [36]. For equal charges, this is a subcase of the

configuration we are considering with Ω = 0. Fortunately, it is also precisely what we need

to fix the asymptotic form of the 1-form gauge fields at the boundary.

When the two charges are set to the same value, the Killing spinor given in [36] is

schematically of the form

ε = e
1
4
g(1+2α)tΓ12

(. . . )Pε0 , (2.72)

where the ellipsis represents the angular and radial terms which commute with Γ12, the

P is a projection operator which also commutes with Γ12 and ε0 is a constant spinor.9

The rank 2 SO(5) Gamma matrix Γ12 is such that the Killing spinors have the following

eigenvalues, i
2
Γ12ε = ±ε.

With this information at hand, we proceed with the evaluation of the Lie derivative. For

vanishing rotations the Killing vector (2.11) simplifies to ` = ∂
∂t

and hence we simply need

to evaluate L ∂
∂t
ε. Explicit calculation shows that the Lie derivative simplifies dramatically

L ∂
∂t
ε =

∂ε

∂t
= ∓ i

2
(1 + 2α)gε . (2.73)

Keeping in mind that the electrostatic potential is defined as

Φ = ı`A|r+ − ı`A|bdry = ı`A|r+ − α , (2.74)

with ı the interior product, one can define the gauge parameter as

α ≡ ı`A|r+ − Φ . (2.75)

By also using (2.54), Eq. (2.73) can finally be written as

L∂/∂tε = ∓
(
−π
β

+ iı`A|r+
)
gε . (2.76)

Analytically continuing to the Euclidean-signature solution, and using the coordinates (2.69),

the circumference of the time circle is β. Transporting the Killing spinor around the time

circle generated by ` can be done through the exponentiation of the action of the Lie

derivative

eiβLi∂/∂τ̂ ε = −e±βı`A|r+gε . (2.77)

9We note that our normalisations are slightly different when compared to [36], gLM = 4g, Γ12
LM = 1

2Γ12.

We have also added a pure-gauge term in the 1-form gauge fields.
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In order to keep the gauge field well defined, the component in the direction which shrinks

as we go to the black-hole horizon has to vanish, which sets A|r+ = 0, while in order to

satisfy (2.77) the Killing spinor has to be anti-periodic when transported all the way along

the time circle. This discussion also fixes the pure gauge parameter once and for all to be

α = −Φ , (2.78)

and leads to the pure-imaginary gauge field at the boundary

A|bdry = iΦdτ̂ . (2.79)

Note that although we carried out this analysis for the charged AdS7 black-hole solution

with no rotations, the results should extend straightforwardly when one turns the rotations

back on, as in [10].10 We will henceforth go back to considering the case with 3-equivalent

rotations.

Energy: Translations with respect to the new Euclidean time coordinate τ̂ will have a

corresponding charge Ê, given by

Ê = E − 3ΩJ . (2.80)

Utilising this in the quantum-statistical relation (2.60), when formally also including the

gauge field for which A|r+ = 0, leads to

I = β
(
Ê + 3(Ω− Ω∗)J + 2(A|r+ − Φ∗)Q

)
− S − 3ωJ − 2φQ , (2.81)

where the term multiplying β is zero via (2.29). However, at the boundary this combination

can be interpreted as a supersymmetric Hamiltonian, which can be further simplified to

{Q,Q†} = Ê + 3(Ω− Ω∗)J + 2(A|bdry − Φ∗)Q

= Ê +
1

β
(3ωJ + 2ϕQ) ,

(2.82)

using (2.79) and the redefined chemical potentials (2.57).

Summary: To summarise, we have derived the following information about the super-

symmetric, black-hole solution at the boundary of AdS7:

10For example, rotation is supported by the non-trivial 3-form potential in (2.3) which does not have a

component along the time direction and its presence only affects the (. . . ) part of the Killing spinor solution

(2.72) with the relation (2.73) being unchanged.
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� It will involve the following metric

ds2
bdry = dτ̂ 2 + dθ2

1 + sin2 θ1dθ2
2 + sin2 θ1 sin2 θ2(dφ̂1 − iΩdτ̂)2

+ sin2 θ1 cos2 θ2(dφ̂2 − iΩdτ̂)2 + cos2 θ1(dφ̂3 − iΩdτ̂)2 ,
(2.83)

which is a nontrivial fibration of S1
β over S5.

� There will be a background gauge field

A|bdry = iΦdτ̂ . (2.84)

� The Killing spinor will satisfy anti-periodic boundary conditions on S1
β.

� At the boundary, the charge associated with translations ∂/∂τ̂ is given by

βÊ = β{Q,Q†} − 3ωJ − 2ϕQ . (2.85)

� The chemical potentials obey the constraint

2φ− 3ω = ±2πi . (2.86)

3. (2,0) Partition Function on the Boundary

We now shift our attention to the dual field theory. An extremisation principle that

reproduces the bulk AdS7 black-hole entropy was first proposed in [9], based on an insightful

modification of the Casimir-energy result of [21]. Here, we use the bulk calculation of the

preceding section to provide a microscopic derivation of [9], in line with expectations from

the approach of [10].

3.1. Expectations from AdS/CFT

The AdS/CFT correspondence dictates that at large N the on-shell action for the supersym-

metric AdS7 black-hole solution (2.55) should match the generator of connected correlators

in the boundary theory, that is I = − logZ [37]. Because of the anti-periodic boundary

conditions on the Killing spinors, and assuming usual periodic boundary conditions for the

bosons, all fermions will be anti-periodic. Let us encode this information by allowing for

general eπin0 periodicity the fermions in the boundary theory with the understanding that
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we need to set n0 = ±1 when comparing with gravity. The partition function is then to be

understood as

Z ∼ TrHe
−βÊ (3.1)

since Ê corresponds to translations in the time variable τ̂ and where the trace is over the

physical Hilbert space of the flat-space AN−1 (2,0) theory in radial quantisation. Through

(2.85) it is clear that this is a special case of the index-like quantity

I(ω1, ω2, ω3, φ1, φ2;n0) = TrH(−1)F (1+n0)e−β{Q,Q
†}+β

∑3
i=1 ωiJi+β

∑2
j=1 φjQj , (3.2)

where the chemical potentials are subject to the condition

3∑
i=1

ωi −
2∑
j=1

φj =
2πin0

β
, n0 ∈ Z . (3.3)

In the above, Q denotes any one of the Poincaré supercharges preserved by the 6D theory,

while the {∆, ωi}, {φj} are Cartan generators (dilatations, orthogonal rotations and R-

charges respectively) for the maximal bosonic subalgebra of the 6D superconformal algebra

so(2, 6)⊕ sp(2) ⊂ osp(8∗|4). For concreteness, since we will be using the conventions of [21],

our chosen supercharge will have charges Q1 = Q2 = 1
2

and J1 = J2 = J3 = −1
2
. The

spin-statistics theorem allows us to express the fermion-number operator as F = 2J1. Note

that we have rescaled our chemical potentials as {ωi, φj} → β{ωi, φj}.
On the one hand, for n0 = 0, the above expression reproduces precisely the definition of

the most general 6D superconformal index of [2], as presented in [21]. On the other hand,

the case which is of interest to us—as dictated from the gravity calculation—is the one with

ωi = ω, Ji = J , φj = φ, Qj = Q and n0 = ±1. Keeping that in mind, it will be possible to

keep all parameters and charges generic for the duration of the following discussion and fix

them only at the very end.

Before proceeding further, let us massage Eq. (3.2) by defining a new parameter m

through the relations11

φ1 ≡
1

2

3∑
i=1

ωi −m−
πin0

β
, φ2 ≡

1

2

3∑
i=1

ωi +m− πin0

β
. (3.4)

The quantity I can be rewritten as

I(ω1, ω2, ω3,m;n0) = TrH(−1)F (1+n0)e−β{Q,Q
†}+β

∑3
i=1 ωi(Ji+

Q1+Q2
2

)+βm
Q2−Q1

2
−2πin0

Q1+Q2
2 .

(3.5)

11This paramater m should not be confused with the parameter of the same name appearing in Sec. 2. We

hope that the repeated use of this symbol will not cause confusion.
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Making use of 2J1 = F leads to

I(ω1, ω2, ω3,m;n0) = TrH(−1)F e−β{Q,Q
†}+β(ω1− 2πin0

β
)(J1+

Q1+Q2
2

)+β
∑3
i=2 ωi(Ji+

Q1+Q2
2

)+βm
Q2−Q1

2 .

(3.6)

At this stage one can redefine12

ω̃1 ≡ ω1 −
2πin0

β
, ω̃2 = ω2 , ω̃3 = ω3 . (3.7)

and write

I(ω1, ω2, ω3,m;n0) = I(ω̃1, ω̃2, ω̃3,m; 0) . (3.8)

Therefore, the quantity I can be thought of as a bona fide superconformal index when

associated with the tilded chemical potentials, i.e. it is independent of β. It also has an

N -scaling of O(1) as N →∞; see [10] and also the nice discussion in [12].

Note that when expressed as a supersymmetric path integral, the partition function is

expected to factorise into an expression of the form:13

ZS5×S1
β

= e−βFI , (3.9)

where F is referred to as the “generalised supersymmetric Casimir energy”.14 Connecting

to the gravitational result for the on-shell action requires that F has a large-N scaling of

O(N3). The evaluation of the RHS for the above equation at large N will be our next goal.

Although analogous partition functions for superconformal theories in three and four

dimensions can be directly computed using supersymmetric localisation, this is not the case

for the interacting (2,0) theory, which lacks a Lagrangian description. However, for the case

where n0 = 0 heroic technical works [5, 18–20] produced a candidate 6D result from the S5

partition function of SU(N) 5D MSYM.

Here we will base our calculation on the results of this partition-function calculation at

large N following [21], while deferring comments about the choice of 5D theory to Sec. 4.

The key observation is that the indices in (3.8) are expected to be reproduced by the above

partition-function calculations in 5D when using the tilded chemical potentials. The answer

turns out to be indeed of the form (3.9) where the quantity F gives back the exact value

for the on-shell action predicted by AdS/CFT including the overall coefficient, when we take

the Cardy-like limit ωi → 0.

12By a different assignment of the fermion-number operator, the shifts can also be accommodated in the

other chemical potentials.
13This is indeed the case for cases where the exact supersymmetric path integral can be evaluated directly.
14When n0 = 0 this reduces to the supersymmetric Casimir energy of [5].
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3.2. The S5 Partition Function at Large N and a Cardy-like Limit

The parameters of the 5D partition function on the (squashed) S5 can be straightforwardly

inherited from the 6D background corresponding to the RHS of (3.8), via dimensionally

reducing on S1
β [38]. The ωi are associated with the squashing parameters of the five sphere

while m plays the role of a mass parameter. The relationship between the (2,0) theory

and 5D MSYM also identifies the radius of the thermal circle with the 5D gauge coupling,

2πβ = g2
YM, with these quantities defined in units of the S5 radius. The 6D physics are

then expected to be recovered in the β →∞ limit, where the M-theory circle can no-longer

be neglected.

As argued in [21],15 to leading order in the large N limit the partition function on

S5 should not receive instanton contributions. This argument significantly simplifies the

calculation, as the leading N result in supersymmetric localisation only receives classical

contributions from the localising saddle point and one-loop determinant contributions from

the N = 1 vector multiplet and single adjoint N = 1 hypermultiplet.

These one-loop determinants in 5D can be obtained following the procedure of [38]; see

also [17, 19]. In that reference, the starting point was precisely (3.2) in 6D for n0 = 0. The

one-loop determinants for 6D (1, 0) vector and hypermultiplets were reduced on the thermal

circle to produce the 5D N = 1 contributions in terms of triple-sine functions, S3(x). When

used in the 5D MSYM calculation of [21], for one vector and one adjoint hypermultiplet,

the result is

Zn0=0
1−loop =

(
limx→0S3(x)/x

S3(m̃)

)N−1 N∏
i>j

S3(±iλij|~ω)

S3(m̃± iλij|~ω)
, (3.10)

where we are using standard shorthand notation with S3(±x|~ω) = S3(x|~ω)S3(−x|~ω), the

equivariant mass is defined as m̃ = m + 1
2
(ω1 + ω2 + ω3) and λij = λi − λj are Coulomb-

branch parameters. In this expression, the numerators encode fermion contributions from

the vector multiplets while the denominators scalar contributions from the hypermultiplets,

after supersymmetric cancellations.

It is possible to revisit the derivation of (3.10) from [38] and repeat it for the case

of general n0. We show in App. C that this results in the following modification of the

arguments in the triple-sine functions (3.10)

Zn0
1−loop =

(
limx→0S3(x)/x

S3(ω1+ω2+ω3

2
− iπn0

β
)

)N−1 N∏
i>j

S3(±iλij|~ω)

S3(ω1+ω2+ω3

2
− iπn0

β
± iλij|~ω)

. (3.11)

15This argument relies on the results of [22].
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Combining this with the classical contribution from the localising saddle-point, one

obtains in the large-N limit [21]

Zn0

S5 (m, ~ω, ~φ, β) =
1

(ω1ω2)
N−1

2

∫
dN−1λ

N !
e
− 2π2

βω1ω2ω3

∑
i λ

2
iZn0

1−loop(λ, ~ω, ~φ, β) , (3.12)

where the integration is over the Coulomb branch parameters λi; the scalar vev of the

N = 1 vector multiplet onto which the path integral localises. It takes values in the Cartan

subalgebra of SU(N).

We will now specialise to the case of interest with ω1 = ω2 = ω3 = ω and φ1 = φ2 = φ.

The constraint hence reduces to 3ω − 2φ = 2πin0

β
. Using this we can write

Zn0
1−loop =

(
limx→0S3(x)/x

S3(φ)

)N−1 N∏
i>j

S3(±iλij|~ω)

S3(φ± iλij|~ω)
(3.13)

Performing the matrix integral of (3.12) exactly is challenging. In the n0 = 0 case the

authors of [21] employed the β →∞ limit to simplify the triple-sine functions. For general

n0 we will use an additional, Cardy-like limit in the spirit of [13] by also considering ω → 0.

We show in App. C that the 1-loop-determinant contribution is then approximated by

Zn0
1−loop ' −

π

ω3

[
φ2
∑
i>j

λij +O(β, ω)

]
, (3.14)

when the parameters λ are restricted to the Weyl chamber where λi > λj for i > j and

assumed to be very large while the other parameters remain of order one [21]. The partition

function then simplifies to

Zn0

S5 (m, ~ω, β) ∝
∫

dN−1λ

N !
e−

2π
ω3
f(λ,φ,β) , (3.15)

where

f =
π

β

N∑
i

λ2
i +

φ2

2

∑
i>j

λij +O(β, ω) . (3.16)

The integration in (3.15) can now be carried out using the saddle-point approximation.

Note that in our Cardy-like limit the constraint has reduced to φ = πin0

β
, which implies

that φ2 < 0. This is crucial to ensure that there exists a saddle point—the λi are already

ordered. The solution is [21]

λi = −βφ
2

4π
(2i−N − 1) , (3.17)
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which when substituted back into the integral leads to the following leading-N expression

for the 5D free energy

− logZS5 ∝ −βφ
4N3

24ω3
+O(β0, ω−2, N) . (3.18)

The claim is that this 5D calculation captures precisely the 6D partition function of the

(2,0) theory on S5 × S1, Eq. (3.9), and hence that

− logZS5 = βF − log I . (3.19)

In certain limits of the chemical potentials where finite-N calculations can be explicitly

performed and the n0 = 0 superconformal-index can be evaluated independently, one

sees that the corrections in (3.18) capture O(N) terms in the quantity F (e.g. coming

from instantons) as well as the correct superconformal index contributions I which are

O(β0, N0) [2, 5, 19,39].

In the large N limit therefore the expectation is that

− logZS5×S1 −−−−−→
limN→∞

βF (3.20)

with

βF = −βN
3φ4

24ω3
+O(N) . (3.21)

After setting n0 = ±1 as well as converting to gravitational parameters using N3 = 3π2

16g5GN

we arrive at

βF = − βπ2

128g5GN

φ4

ω3
+O(β0, ω−2, N) . (3.22)

Upon sending {ω, φ} → β−1{ω, φ}, this expression, which is valid in the Cardy-like limit

ω → 0, exactly reproduces the gravitational on-shell action (2.55) and therefore yields the

value of the black-hole entropy in AdS7 with the correct normalisation.

4. Implications for the Relation between 5D MSYM and the 6D (2,0) Theory

Let us summarise our findings. We have shown that, following the analysis of [10], the

AdS/CFT dictionary predicts a particular value for the generalised supersymmetric Casimir

energy in the dual six-dimensional field theory. This value can then be reproduced from a five-

dimensional partition-function calculation on (a squashed version of) S5, once an appropriate

identification of parameters is made. In this section we will initiate an investigation about

the implications of the AdS/CFT matching with regards to the five-dimensional field theory

used for supersymmetric localisation.
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4.1. Possible Ambiguities in the S5 Partition Function

The evaluation of the full 5D supersymmetric partition function using supersymmetric

localisation is technically involved. From a five-dimensional viewpoint, there are several

choices and potential ambiguities that could change the overall result. Here, we will list the

ingredients responsible for reproducing the (generalised) supersymmetric Casimir energy

Sec. 3.

(i) Choice of theory: Our prescription for extracting the Casimir energy involved using

the two-derivative 5D MSYM in the β →∞ regime.

(ii) Choice of background: The background geometry for the 5D calculation is determined

by the 6D superconformal index (3.8) by dimensional reduction. In turn, the latter

is fixed by the boundary behaviour of the AdS7 black-hole solution, as discussed in

Sec. 2.

(iii) Constant shifts: It is possible to add constant shifts to the 5D action involving negative

powers of β and positive powers of curvature invariants without breaking any of the

symmetries. Similar terms appear in the partition function for the twisted 4D N = 4

SYM theory on S4 and fixing them is essential to ensure S-duality invariance [5, 19].

However, such contributions will be subleading in the β → ∞ limit that we use to

recover the Casimir energy.

(iv) Choice of regularisation: The 1-loop determinants require careful regularisation and

this choice does affect the value of the exponential in (3.9). In [5,19,20] a regularisation

that respects supersymmetry was employed and it was argued that this reproduces

the directly-evaluated supersymmetric Casimir energy—that is 〈Ê〉. For special limits

of the parameters (e.g. when the 5D theory is placed on the round S5 and for a

specific value of the hypermultiplet mass) maximal supersymmetry is preserved and

this agreement can be explicitly checked using localisation. For a thorough discussion

of this point see [40].

(v) Instantons subleading at large N : In Sec. 3 an assumption was made about in-

stanton contributions to the 5D free energy being subleading at large N . General

arguments in support of this have been given in [22].16 In our context, at the

maximally-supersymmetric point in chemical-potential space the instanton series can

16Explicit examples of matching perturbative partition functions for N = 1 USp(2N) gauge theories with

corresponding 6D dual on-shell actions have been given in [41].
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be resummed. It can then be explicitly checked that the instanton-sector contributions

to the (generalised) supersymmetric Casimir energy are indeed subleading.

Note that, while (ii)-(v) are well motivated assumptions by either physical or technical

considerations, the important choice of theory (i) seems rather ad hoc: As 5D MSYM

is perturbatively non-renormalisable [42], one could expect a host of higher-derivative

interactions to be important in the β →∞ limit. Let us expand upon this point.17

An original motivation for the choice (i) was the conjecture of [26,27]. The claim in those

works is that perturbative 5D MSYM plus instanton-charged solitons—including “small”

solitons—contains all information about the physics of the (2,0) theory on a circle without

the need to add any higher-derivative corrections. The status of this conjecture is not settled:

Even though “small” instanton-solitons are not included in the perturbative definition of

5D MSYM, and should probably better be thought of as additional degrees of freedom,18

there is no known mechanism for how these could cancel the expected perturbative UV

divergences, such as the 6-loop divergence associated with the D2TrF 4 counterterm found

in [42].19

A different, less radical justification for the “unreasonable effectiveness” of 5D MYSM has

been the following: The result for the partition function is blind to Q-exact deformations, for

any supercharge Q that annihilates the action. It could be that higher-derivative interactions

are all of that type and the calculation will therefore not depend on them [22]. However,

a careful enumeration of the possible higher-derivative interactions—even at dimension

8—shows that this is not the case [23,44].

4.2. Higher-derivative Corrections to Localisation on S5

Supersymmetric higher-derivative corrections to 5D MSYM can be classified into D-terms

and F-terms. The former are Q-exact and, as such, will not affect the result for the partition

function; as a result we will only focus on the latter. Of the F-terms, there can exist terms

which are just Q-closed. The lowest-dimension such corrections are the supersymmetric

completions of the 1
2
-BPS F-terms TrF 4, (TrF 2)2 and the 1

4
-BPS F-term D2(TrF 2)2 with

specific contractions of Lorentz indices [23,44]; for a concise summary see [25]. Note that

17We remind the reader that compactifying the (2,0) on a circle leads relates β ∼ g2YM .
18Finite-sized instanton-solitons are expected to be exponentially suppressed as usual in perturbative

amplitudes [27].
19Note, however, that in the context of supergravity perturbative divergences can indeed be cancelled by

running small black holes in loops using the framework of exceptional field theory [43].
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the dimension-10 counterterm associated with the 6-loop divergence of 5D MSYM, the

non-BPS operator D2TrF 4, is Q-exact (D-term) so our discussion has no bearing on this

issue. Schematically, the form of the 5D effective action is given by

Leff = LMSYM + LQ−closed + LQ−exact . (4.1)

In the above

LQ−closed = γ1g
8
YMLTrF 4 + γ2g

8
YML(TrF 2)2 + γ3g

12
YMLD2(TrF 2)2 +O(g14

YM) , (4.2)

where LTrF 4 indicates the maximally-supersymmetric completion of TrF 4 in 5D and so on,

while the γi denote undetermined coefficients.

It is straightforward to determine that for each higher-derivative correction of the form

LD2nTrkF 2m the terms of interest in the localisation computation will be TrkΦ2m.20 As a

result, one can trace how the addition of higher-derivative terms in the action modifies the

matrix model obtained through supersymmetric localisation. What changes, in particular, is

the term corresponding to the classical action, i.e. the exponential term in (3.12). One has

e
− 2π2

βω1ω2ω3

∑
i λ

2
i 7−→ e

− 2π2

βω1ω2ω3

∑
i λ

2
i+P (β,{λi}) , (4.3)

where P is a polynomial in β and the Coulomb-branch parameters λi, given by P (β, {λi}) ∝
β2n+4m−5λ2m, where the precise combination of λs is given by the trace structure of the

operator and up to an overall coefficient.

We will not attempt to solve this but there are some comments that one can immediately

make. First, the β scaling of the added terms is such that the simplifying assumptions in

the derivation of the saddle-point equation used in Sec. 3 are no-longer valid. Second, it is

clear that each successive addition will be increasingly-important in the large β limit and

therefore will significantly change the nature of the result. As a result, one would have to

include all Q-closed corrections in (4.2) before attempting to evaluate the matrix model.

4.3. Summary of Checks for the 5D Partition Function

To recapitulate, we emphasise that the 5D MSYM partition function on S5 with the above

assumptions can successfully reproduce many features of the expected 6D partition function

20In flat space the supersymmetric completion will include a factor DΦ in the adjoint scalar, for each

power of F . When put on the round S5 each of these factors will be shifted to DΦ → DΦ + 1
rΦ, where r

is the S5 radius which we will now set to one. Modifying the classical action will not affect the localising

saddle-point, which in the zero-instanton sector sets all fields to zero, including derivatives DΦ, except for the

vev of Φ [5]. One does have contributions from a component of an auxiliary field in the adjoint hypermultiplet

but this will only change the overall coefficient in our discussion.
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for the (2,0) theory in the form ZS5×S1 = e−βFI :

(a) It reproduces the 6D superconformal index I exactly in the abelian case where the

latter can be calculated in terms of plethystic exponentials of free fields [2, 5, 19].

(b) An expansion of I in fugacities shows that in the nonabelian case the coefficients are

integers and hence the result does indeed behave like an index [2, 5, 19].

(c) In a specific (Schur) limit of parameters I reproduces results for characters of protected

chiral algebras, capturing the physics of certain BPS subsectors of the (2,0) theory [39].

(d) As shown in Sec. (3), F reproduces the correct value for the supersymmetric Casimir

energy, including the numerical coefficient.

On the one hand that the results (a)-(c) pertain to I and are unaffected by the

addition of higher-derivative interactions to 5D MSYM. On the other hand, the value of

the generalised supersymmetric Casimir energy F can indeed change. Hence the precision

AdS/CFT matching that we have established should significantly restrict the form of possible

higher-derivative interactions.

The simplest way to implement this restriction would be to set the coefficients for all

F-term higher-derivative corrections to zero. However, although we find it less likely, we

cannot prove that there is no solution to the matrix model generated by including all

higher-dimension Q-closed operators, which also reproduces precisely the same value for the

generalised supersymmetric Casimir energy. In any event, if that were the case, then the

coefficients of the derivative expansion (4.2) would also be uniquely fixed by the AdS/CFT

duality.
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Appendix A. Reality Properties of m

Here we would like to show that the mass parameter appearing in the AdS7 black-hole

metric (2.1) becomes complex away from the BPS limit (i.e. when r+ > r∗) and becomes

real when the black hole is supersymmetric and extremal (when r+ = r∗).

We can check whether if any solutions of m are complex by looking at the discriminant

∆ = C2
1 − 4C0C2 , (A.1)

with Ci(r+, r∗, a) being the coefficient of the ith power of m+ in (2.52). The parameter a

can be expressed in terms of r∗ as

a =
−r2
∗ ± 2

√
r2
∗(1 + r2

∗)

4 + 3r2
∗

, (A.2)

where we have chosen to set the AdS radius to one, g = 1 to simplify the presentation.

This expression can be inverted to yield

r∗ =

√
4a2

(1 + a)(1− 3a)
, (A.3)

with the positive branch being selected on physical grounds. Reality of the black-hole

horizon sets a bound on a

−1 < a <
1

3
(A.4)

and since this is a radius we can see that a defines the range of r∗ to be [0,∞).

At this stage we should also note that in order to preserve the signature of the metric

(2.1), we have to restrict Ξ such that it is always larger than zero. This implies that

Ξ = 1− a2 > 0 , (A.5)

which is always satisfied for a choice in (A.4).

Returning to (A.1), one finds that it can be written as

C2
1 − 4C0C2 = −

1024r4
∗
(
r2

+ − r2
∗
)

2 (r2
∗ + 1)

(
4r2

+

(
−
√
r2
∗ (r2
∗ + 1) + r2

∗ + 1
)
− r2

∗

)
9
(
r2
∗ − 2

√
r2
∗ (r2
∗ + 1)

)
4
(

4
√
r2
∗ (r2
∗ + 1) + r2

∗

)
2

. (A.6)

All of the above terms are clearly positive, with the exception of

λ ≡ 4r2
+

(
−
√
r2
∗ (r2
∗ + 1) + r2

∗ + 1
)
− r2

∗ . (A.7)
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Let us take a part of this and define

f(r∗) = 4(−
√
r2
∗ (r2
∗ + 1) + r2

∗ + 1) . (A.8)

The range for this function is 2 < f(r∗) < 4. This can be seen by taking the infinite limit,

or by Laurent expansion. Hence,

λ > 2r2
+ − r2

∗ > 0 , (A.9)

and the whole of (A.1) is always negative except at the BPS limit. We have therefore

shown that the mass is indeed complex for r+ < r∗.

Appendix B. 5-sphere Geometry

In this appendix we give the details of the change of coordinates (2.65). Start from C3

with complex coordinates (z1, z2, z3) and metric

ds2
6 =

3∑
i=1

|dzi|2 . (B.1)

We then restrict to S5 by imposing the constraint
∑3

i=1 |zi|2 = 1. Next define coordinates

ξ1 =
z1

z3

, ξ2 =
z2

z3

, z3 = |z3|eiτ , (B.2)

and

Â =
i

2
(1 + |ξ1|2 + |ξ2|2)−1

(
ξ̄1dξ1 + ξ̄2dξ2 − ξ1dξ̄1 − ξ2dξ̄2

)
. (B.3)

Then the 5-sphere metric is

ds2
S5 = (dτ − Â)2 + (1 + |ξ1|2 + |ξ2|2)−1(|dξ1|2 + |dξ2|2)

− (1 + |ξ1|2 + |ξ2|2)−2(ξ̄1dξ1 + ξ̄2dξ2)2 .
(B.4)

Choosing

ξ1 = tanχ cos
θ

2
e
i
2

(ψ+ϕ)

ξ2 = tanχ sin
θ

2
e
i
2

(ψ−ϕ) ,

(B.5)
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gives

ds2
S5 =

(
dτ +

1

2
sin2 χ(dψ + cos θdϕ)

)2

+ dχ2 +
1

4
sin2 χ

[
cos2 χ(dψ + cos θdϕ)2 + dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2

]
,

= dτ 2 + sin2 χdτ(dψ + cos θdϕ)

+ dχ2 +
1

4
sin2 χ

[
(dψ + cos θdϕ)2 + dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2

]
.

(B.6)

From the choice of ξ’s we get

z1 = sinχ cos
θ

2
e
i
2

(ψ+ϕ)eiτ

z2 = sinχ sin
θ

2
e
i
2

(ψ−ϕ)eiτ

z3 = cosχeiτ .

(B.7)

On the other hand one can take the following Cartesian coordinates for S5

x1 = sinφ1 sin θ1 sin θ2

x2 = cosφ1 sin θ1 sin θ2

x3 = sinφ2 sin θ1 cos θ2

x4 = cosφ2 sin θ1 cos θ2

x5 = sinφ3 cos θ1

x6 = cosφ3 cos θ1 ,

(B.8)

and identify

z̃1 = x2 + ix1 = eiφ1 sin θ1 sin θ2

z̃2 = x4 + ix3 = eiφ2 sin θ1 cos θ2

z̃3 = x6 + ix5 = eiφ3 cos θ1 .

(B.9)

The metric in these coordinates is

ds2
S5 = dθ2

1 + sin2 θ1dθ2
2 + sin2 θ1 sin2 θ2dφ2

1 + sin2 θ1 cos2 θ2dφ2
2 + cos2 θ1dφ2

3 . (B.10)

Inserting the coordinate mapping

θ ≡ 2θ2 , ψ ≡ φ1 + φ2 − 2φ3 , ϕ ≡ −φ1 + φ2 , τ ≡ φ3 , χ ≡ θ1 . (B.11)

into (B.6) gives back (B.10).
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Appendix C. 5D 1-loop Determinants for General n0

In this appendix we provide some additional details on the derivation of the 1-loop de-

terminants of 5D MSYM on a squashed S5 for general n0 and their simplification in the

Cardy-like limit, ω → 0, which we made use of in Sec. 3.2. We will follow both [38] and [21]

closely, to which we refer the interested reader for a complete account. The calculation

of [38] involves looking at the partition function of a 6D (1,0) theory with vector and

hypermultiplets on S5 × S1, calculating the 6D one-loop determinants via supersymmetric

localisation and then reducing on the circle to get expressions in 5D. Interestingly, even

though the 6D theory is not superconformal, the result for the 1-loop determinants can

be expressed as a Hamiltonian index. This fact greatly simplifies the organisation of the

calculation for n0 = 0 and allows for a straightforward extension to arbitrary n0.

We begin by setting up notation, as in [38]. There are 5 Cartans left after a choice of

localising supercharge Q in the 6D (1,0) theory

H = −∂t, QV = −iLψ, τ3, λ3,8 . (C.1)

These Cartans correspond to the bosonic symmetries R× U(1)V × SU(3)V × SU(2)R. We

will also make the supercharge we picked manifest, with the associated supersymmetry

parameters being

H QV τ3 λ3 λ8

ε1 +1
2
−3

2
+1 0 0

ε2 −1
2

+3
2

-1 0 0

With this information, one can formulate the following “index” [38]21

I = Tr(−1)F qH−QV −2τ3xQV + 3
2
τ3yλ33 y

λ8
8 , (C.2)

where q = e−β, x = q1+iw0 and y3,8 = qiw3,8 . The trace is taken over the Fock space of

gauge-invariant states on the squashed S5. We choose the fermion-number operator as

F = 2QV . This index uses completely independent chemical potentials since the operator on

the RHS of (C.2) commutes with the supercharge Q. We note that the chemical potentials

w0,3,8 are related to the ω1,2,3 that appear in the main part of this paper as

(1 + iw0) =
1

3

3∑
i=1

ωi , iw3 =
1

2
(ω2 − ω1) , iw8 =

1

6
(2ω3 − ω1 − ω2) (C.3)

21When the theory is superconformal this is the standard 6D (1,0) index.
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and these are in turn related to the squashing parameters ϕi as ωi = 1 + iϕi.

Following the discussion in Sec. 3.1, one can straightforwardly generalise (C.2) for

arbitrary n0 by shifting one of the chemical potentials, ω1 → ω1 − 2πin0

β
= ω̃1

I = Tr(−1)F qH−QV −2τ3x̃QV + 3
2
τ3 ỹλ33 ỹ

λ8
8 , (C.4)

with the fugacities x̃, ỹ3,8 defined as below (C.2) but using the ω̃i of (3.7). From here on

we can repeat the calculation of [38] using the tilded chemical potentials. In particular,

this means that we will encounter the same bosonic and fermionic cancellations that occur

in the calculation of the supersymmetric partition function of [38]. The non-cancelling

contributions from the vector multiplet are fermionic modes that can be encoded into the

plethystic exponential of the single-letter index

−
∑
λ∈adj

[
∞∑
k=1

q−iλ(σ)x̃kχ(k,k)(ỹ3, ỹ8) +
∞∑
k=0

q−iλ(σ)x̃(k+3)χ(k,k)(ỹ3, ỹ8)

]

= −
∑
λ∈adj

[
∞∑
k=1

q−iλ(σ)x̃kχ(k,k)(ỹ3, ỹ8) +
∞∑
k=0

q−iλ(σ)+
∑
i ωix̃kχ(k,k)(ỹ3, ỹ8)

]
, (C.5)

where the χ(k,k)(ỹ3, ỹ8) is the SU(3)V character and the λ(σ) denote an inner product in

weight space. The surviving modes from the hypermultiplet in a representation R have a

corresponding single-letter index contribution

∑
ρ∈R

[
∞∑
k=0

q−iρ(σ)x̃(k+ 3
2

)χ(k,k)(ỹ3, ỹ8) +
∞∑
k=0

qiρ(σ)x̃(k+ 3
2

)χ(k,k)(ỹ3, ỹ8)

]
. (C.6)

We can use the fact that n0 ∈ Z and recast this as

∑
ρ∈R

[
∞∑
k=0

q−iρ(σ)+ 1
2

∑
i ωi−

πin0
β x̃kχ(k,k)(ỹ3, ỹ8) +

∞∑
k=0

qiρ(σ)+ 1
2

∑
i ωi+

πin0
β x̃kχ(k,k)(ỹ3, ỹ8)

]
. (C.7)

By grouping the q±(iρ(σ)−πin0
β

) expressions together in the hypermultiplet, the calculation

of the corresponding 1-loop determinants in [38] can be carried out identically. The only

point that merits special mention is that the pi variables of Eq. (79) of that reference are

still the ones that are used in the general n0 case, since

p̃i = qω̃i = qωi . (C.8)

Following the rest of the arguments in [38], one ends up with the final result for the

1-loop determinants of a 5D N = 1 theory with one vector and one hypermultiplet in the
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representation R

Z1−loop =

∏
α∈roots S3(−iλ(σ)|~ω)∏

ρ∈R S3(−iρ(σ)− iπn0

β
+ ω1+ω2+ω3

2
|~ω)

. (C.9)

In the Cardy-like limit ωi → 0, the triple-sine functions22 S3(λ|~ω) have a simple β →∞
limit if one additionally assumes that the λ scale as β, while the remaining parameters

remain of order one [21]

logS3(iλ|~ω)
sgn(λ)=±1∼ − π

6ω1ω2ω3

(
|λ|3 +O(β2, ~ω)

)
. (C.10)

As a result Eq. (3.13) from the main part of this paper where ~ω = (ω, ω, ω) becomes

Zn0
1-loop ∝

N∏
i>j

S3(iλij|~ω)S3(−iλij|~ω)

S3(φ+ iλij|~ω)S3(φ− iλij|~ω)

∼ exp

(
− π

6ω3

∑
i>j

[
2λ3

ij − (λij − iφ)3 − (λij + iφ)3
]

+O(β, ω)

)

= exp

(
− π

ω3
φ2
∑
i>j

λij +O(β, ω)

)
, (C.11)

where the absolute values have been dropped because the parameters λ have been restricted

to the Weyl chamber where λi > λj for i > j and since we have assumed that λij � iφ

because of its β scaling. Note that in the Cardy-like limit ω → 0 the constraint implies

that φ is imaginary, so the combination λij ± iφ is real and positive.

22For a summary of the properties of triple-sine functions see also [45].
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